
#

12

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5100 179 4.34 1.56 30 1/2 9 1/2 36.5 6.81 4.12 911" 8

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Quickness, Explosion, Agility, Balance, Speed, Acceleration, Stemming, Manual Dexterity, Catch 

Radius, Contested Catches, Ball Tracking, Feet Inbounds, Aggression/Courage Over Middle 

WORST

Z, Y

Best as a deep to intermediate threat on play action and could get yards after the catch with his 

elusiveness on slant and drag routes. 

2016- Concussion (Week 1) 2015- Hamstrings (Weeks 5-14), Shoulder (Week 4 & Divisional 

Round-NFC Championship) 2014- Ankle (Week 8)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3-year veteran on his 1st team with the Arizona Cardinals, coached by Bruce Arians. Used by OC Harold Goodwin as

a deep to intermediate threat when split outside the numbers on drop back passes and is employed inside the

numbers on play action passes to work either the short or deep parts of the field. In 2015, Brown accounted for

10/35 receiving touchdowns while also eclipsing 1,000 yards receiving. He has been plagued by hamstring injuries

and possesses a genetic sickle cell trait, which affects his recovery time. Brown has an even-cut frame while having

adequate height and marginal weight. Arm length and hand size are both adequate. Has very good athletic ability

due to his very good balance, very good agility, elite explosion and elite quickness. Exhibits very good ability to

release at the LOS against off coverage and press without being jammed, due to his elite acceleration, elite play

speed and very good agility, coupled with very good mental processing to recognize when to manipulate a DBs hips

by stemming his routes. Separation quickness is very good; combines very good mental processing to attack

various coverages with very good agility to snap down on high speed COD routes, elite play speed to beat and stack

good DBs on deep routes, very good ability to find voids in coverage. Demonstrates very good hands as he shows

very good manual dexterity to snatch balls out of the air, exhibits a very good catch radius that ranges from below

his waist to above his head, good ability to make contested catches and has very good concentration/ball tracking

skills when reeling in the deep ball. Presents very good body control/adjustment skills by having very good balance

and very good awareness to keep his feet inbounds on high speed COD/deep routes. Ability to get yards after the

catch is solid as he possesses good skill to accelerate the field quickly and very good agility to make very good DBs

and LBs miss tackles. Has solid competitive toughness due to his good physical toughness to catch through contact

and good mental toughness to raise level of play in crucial situations. Displays adequate ability to fight through

contact off LOS when being jammed in press coverage as he easily gets rerouted. Exhibits adequate play strength

when trying to separate with physicality at the top of his routes. When attempting to gain yards after the catch,

shows adequate play strength to break tackles and fight for extra yards. Play strength is adequate; shows adequate

physicality to separate at the top of his routes, adequate at beating press coverage while being jammed at the LOS

and has marginal functional strength to be an effective blocker in the run game. From the stand point of

competitive toughness, he shows to have adequate willingness to block in the run, adequate physical toughness as a

ball carrier and adequate mental toughness to raise his level of play against better competition. Overall, he is a good

starting slot receiver, who could play outside the numbers, that would be used best as a deep to intermediate threat

on play action and could get yards after the catch with his ability to be elusive on slant and drag routes. Possesses

elite speed, explosion, acceleration, very good agility on deep/high speed COD routes and very good hands.

Limitations in size and adequate play strength are clear weaknesses.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

46
Games Started

20
Games Won

Blocking, Physical Toughness, Functional Strength, Fighting Through Pressure, Adjusting to 

Poor Throws 

PROJECTION Good starting outside or slot receiver who would be used best as a deep to intermediate threat 

on play action and could get yards after the catch with his ability to be elusive on slant and 

drag routes. Uses his elite speed, explosion, acceleration, and very good agility on deep/high 

speed COD routes. Limitations in size and adequate play strength are clear weaknesses.

2016: @ BUF 9/25, v. LAR 10/2, @ SF 10/6, v. NYJ 10/17, @ MIN 11/20

27
Winning %

58%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2015- Had over 1,000 Yds Receiving, 10 Rec TDs, 15.4 Yds/Rec

Arizona Cardinals14-3rd-ARI
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Pittsburg State (KSPS)

Prospect (Last, First)

Brown, John
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

4/3/1990 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Venit, Micheal

TEAM


